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 Working Experience 

 ➢  Software Engineer [ January’23 - Present ] -  Eigooo Inc  . 
 ■  Collaborate with the team to design and develop software architecture and flow diagrams using Mermaid.live 
 ■  Create and maintain comprehensive project specifications, track progress, and document activities using Notion. 
 ■  Develop APIs for efficient data exchange between the server and client application, ensuring a smooth and seamless user experience. 
 ■  Utilize  Jira  for  project  management,  roadmap  development,  and  workflow  tracking,  ensuring  project  timelines  are  met  and  deadlines 

 are managed effectively. 
 ■  Employ  overflow  technology  to  ensure  a  smooth  and  efficient  project  flow,  while  also  identifying  areas  for  improvement  and 

 optimization. 
 ■  Conduct  extensive  research  and  development  on  products  and  technologies,  staying  up-to-date  with  the  latest  industry  trends  and 

 advancements. 
 ■  Collaborate  with  the  team  to  design  and  develop  database  schema  and  ER  diagrams,  ensuring  a  structured  and  organized  approach  to 

 data management. 
 ■  Write  clean,  efficient,  and  maintainable  code  for  backend  development,  utilizing  best  practices  and  following  established  coding 

 standards. 

 ➢  Part-Time Faculty  [June’22 - Dec’22]  -  Central University of Science & Technology 
 ■  Competitive  Programming:  Guided  students  through  various  competitive  programming  techniques  and  help  them  develop  their 

 problem-solving skills. 
 ■  Programming in C++: Teached students the fundamentals of C++ programming, including syntax, data types, and control structures. 
 ■  Introduction  to  Programming  Methodology:  Introduced  students  to  the  concepts  and  principles  of  programming  methodology, 

 including program design, testing, debugging, and documentation. 
 ■  Data  Structures:  Covered  fundamental  data  structures,  such  as  arrays,  linked  lists,  stacks,  and  queues,  and  teach  students  how  to 

 implement them in C++. 
 ■  Algorithms: Taught students about algorithms and their applications, including sorting, searching, and ad-hoc algorithms. 

 ➢  Jr. Software Engineer  [Oct’21 - May’22]  -  ITQAN Analytics & Software Limited 
 ■  Managed AWS services such as EC2 and S3 to ensure the smooth functioning of the applications and infrastructure. 
 ■  Implemented E-commerce projects using the Django framework to provide an efficient and user-friendly experience for clients. 
 ■  Worked on payment gateway projects to facilitate secure and reliable payment processing. 
 ■  Developed  multiple  APIs  for  both  native  apps  and  the  web  to  enable  seamless  communication  between  different  components  of  the 

 application. 

 Technology 

 ❖  C++  ❖  Java  ❖  Python  ❖  Django  ❖ REST  ❖  MySQL  ❖  Git  ❖ Slack  ❖  Linux CLI 
 ❖ AWS S3  ❖ Mermaid.live  ❖ AWS EC2  ❖ Docker  ❖ Jira  ❖ Notion  ❖ GraphQL  ❖ MVC  ❖ Overflow 

 Online Activities 

 Different online judges accepted over 500 competitive problems. 
 ●  UVa Online Judge  (  Link  )  ●  Codeforces  (  Link  )  ●  Toph  (  Link  )   ●  URI Online Judge  (  Link  )  ●  Vjudget  (  Link  ) 

 Participations 

 ●  Participated  in  4+  different  Hackathon  ●  Runners  up  in  Hackathon,  BUP  Techsurgence  ●  1  st  Place  in  Dpearmental  Programming 
 Contest 2020 & 2021 hosted by CSE, UAP 

 Projects 

 ❖  CSE UAP  [Official Site]  [ Technology – Python, JavaScript, Django, MySQL ] 
 The  CSE  UAP  [  https://cse.uap-bd.edu  ]  project  is  a  web  application  built  using  Python,  JavaScript,  Django,  and  MySQL  technologies.  The  application  serves  as  the 
 official  website  for  the  Department  of  Computer  Science  &  Engineering  at  the  University  of  Asia  Pacific.  Its  purpose  is  to  provide  current  students  and  prospective 
 admission  seekers  with  a  range  of  helpful  features  such  as  a  dynamic  class  schedule,  exam  schedule,  academic  calendar,  and  faculty  information.  Overall,  the 
 project aims to facilitate the academic journey of students by providing them with a user-friendly and informative platform. 

 ❖  eWallet  [Micro Financial Application]  [ Technology – Django, Python, SQLite3 ] 
 The  eWallet  project  is  a  micro  financial  application  that  utilizes  Django,  Python,  and  SQLite3  technologies.  It  is  an  online  financial  community  that  offers  a  range  of 
 financial  solutions  including  savings,  investments,  and  loans.  With  eWallet,  users  can  easily  manage  their  finances  in  a  hassle-free  manner.  The  application  provides 
 a microeconomic system that allows users to save money, invest, and obtain loans with ease. 

 ❖  Al Quran  [Android App]  [Technology – Java, Android ] 
 The  Al  Quran  project  is  an  Android  application  that  enables  users  to  easily  listen  to  114  surahs.  This  user-friendly  mobile  app  is  built  using  Android  technology  and 
 utilizes data parsed from Firebase. 

 Education 

 B.Sc. Engineering in Computer Science & Engineering -  University of Asia Pacific  (Oct 2018 - Dec 2022) 

 CGPA: 3.35 

 Thesis 

 ❖  PeakASD: An Efficient CNN Model to Predict Autism Spectrum Disorder using multisite resting-state fMRI [In Review] 

 Social & Voluntary Works 

 ● Lead, Tech & Venue Team, 45th ICPC World Finals Dhaka 2022  ● Former President, Software & Hardware Club, CSE UAP 
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